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Dipole lasing phase transitions in media with singularities in polarizabilities
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We show that a divergence in the optical polarizability of a heterogeneous medium with nonlinear amplifi-
cation and a strong dipole-dipole interaction between particles can lead to a phase transition, for which the
dipole momentum of the particles or the dipole radiation rate can be taken as order parameters. The “dipole
laser” �Phys. Rev. A 71, 063812 �2005�� can be used both as a simple example of such a second-order phase
transition and to provide a recipe for its analysis. We show that similar phase transitions may be possible for
a nanoparticle on the surface of an optically active medium and at the “Clausius-Mossotti” catastrophe in a
bulk heterogeneous medium.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of the local electromagnetic field near
nanostructures gives rise to many novel and interesting phe-
nomena in optics. These include surface-enhanced Raman
scattering �SERS� �1� and enhanced fluorescence �2� near
nanoparticles, an increase of the refractive index in a thin
film due to nanocrystals �3�, plasmon resonance narrowing
�4�, and “hot spots” localized on rough surfaces �5� and in
engineered nanostructures �5�b��, all of which have been ex-
perimentally realized. Such enhanced local fields are now
attracting high interest for practical application in areas such
as biosensing �6�, near-field microscopy �7,8�, and highly
efficient photocurrent generation �9,10�. Many of these
phenomena and their applications utilize plasmon resonances
in metal objects, in which the objects are of subwavelength
�nano� size in at least one dimension. Research into the op-
tical and other properties of such objects has opened the field
of plasmonics, involving modern optics, material physics,
and chemistry �11�. Many interesting plasmonic phenomena
are related to the modification of the resonant emission,
absorption, or dispersion of light by localized plasmon reso-
nances �LPR�, as illustrated, for example, by SERS on nano-
particles �1� or enhanced fluorescence near nanobodies �2�.
The physical mechanisms leading to the modification of the
fluorescence may also, under certain conditions, result in
lasing from individual nanostructures, as described in recent
proposals for a dipole nanolaser �DNL� �12,13� and for
surface plasmon amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation �SPASER� �14�.

The modification of the optical properties of a heteroge-
neous material due to a strong local field was first investi-
gated theoretically a long time ago, including the possibility
of a singularity ��→�� in the polarizability � of particles,
which leads, for instance, to the so-called Clausius-Mossotti
catastrophe �15�. However, the physical nature of these sin-
gularities and the optical properties of media as �→� are
still not well understood, despite the wide interest in these
questions �16–18�. It is not quite obvious even whether
�→� points to a physical phenomenon or whether it is just
a consequence of approximations made in the theoretical
models. The recent experimental and engineering achieve-

ments in plasmonics now require a theory which is able both
to predict and optimize the advanced properties of plasmonic
devices in the presence of strong local fields, in order to take
full advantage of regimes where �→�.

The purpose of this paper is to show that individual
nano-objects or bulk media may, as �→�, have optical
properties similar to a DNL �13�; to demonstrate these prop-
erties by use of specific examples; and to formulate a general
theoretical approach for modeling the optical properties of
heterogeneous media in the case where �→�.

A brief description of the local field in the model of Refs.
�15,19� is first presented in Sec. II followed by an example
from this model of �→�, in order to deduce the general
conditions required for �→�. Section III focuses on the
dipole nanolaser, showing that �→� in a DNL �13� corre-
sponds to the “dipole lasing” threshold, which can be de-
scribed in terms of a second-order phase transition when the
dipole momentum or the radiation rate of the DNL are con-
sidered as order parameters. Some properties of the DNL
phase transition in an external field are also found and dis-
cussed. Section IV considers a metal particle on an active
substrate as a nanoemitter, with a phase transition similar to
the DNL as �→�. Section V generalizes the analysis of the
DNL phase transitions developed in Secs. III and IV to the
case of the bulk active heterogeneous medium with �→�
introduced in Section II. Finally, the results are discussed and
summarized in the conclusion.

II. SINGULARITY IN POLARIZABILITY
DUE TO A LOCAL FIELD

The local field �LF� plays an important role in the phe-
nomena discussed below. A brief description of its physical
nature and a simple model of the LF are given here; more
details can be found in many papers �20–24� and books

�15,25�. A monochromatic electromagnetic field E� act in a
medium can be separated into two parts,

E� act = E� + E� loc, �1�

where E� is a solution of the macroscopic Maxwell equations

�25�, referred to as the “Maxwell” field, and E� loc is the local
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field. E� loc includes all modes of radiation different from the

modes of E� . Both E� loc and E� can be described in terms of the
superposition of dipole radiation from the individual par-
ticles composing the medium. In a macroscopic medium,

dipole radiation modes, apart from the modes of E� , cancel
each other due to destructive interference everywhere, except
in a volume ��� /2��3 near to a �dipole� particle, where �
here is the wavelength of the applied field. The greater the
probability to find two or more particles in the volume

��� /2��3, the larger the contribution of E� loc to E� act.
In order to describe the optical properties of a macro-

scopic medium, one has to take the macroscopic polarization

P� of the medium as a source both for E� and for E� loc. E� is

related to P� through the macroscopic Maxwell equations.

The contribution of E� loc is significant only in a small volume
���� /2��3� near to a dipole, so that as a first approximation
one can ignore spatial and temporal dispersion and assume

an instant and local relation between E� loc and P� , by taking

E� loc=E� loc�P� �. By expanding this relation in a series we have

E� loc�P� � = 4�CJP� + ¯ , �2�

where CJ is, in general, a tensor �20�. Corrections to Eq. �2�
arise from multipole interactions, from any anisotropy and
ordered structuring in the medium �20�, and from self-
broadening �21�. In the case of a uniform homogeneous me-

dium of randomly distributed dipoles CJ=CL=1/3, as derived
in Ref. �19� and later verified by calculations involving ex-
plicit dipole-dipole interactions �see, for example, Refs.

�20,22��. An expansion of E� loc similar to Eq. �2� can be found
in the theory of ferroelectric media in a constant electric field
�26,27�.

In principle, the Maxwell field E� has to be replaced ev-

erywhere in this theory by the field E� act given in Eqs. �1� and
�2� �20,24�. Several predictions have been made based on the
contribution of the LF in coherent media, including for ex-
ample bistability in a gas of two-level atoms �22� or an en-
hancement of the index of refraction associated with electro-
magnetically induced transparency �EIT� �24�. In practice,
however, the LF disrupts the coherency of the interaction of
the dipoles with light causing, for example, self-broadening
�28�. A nondestructive participation of the LF in coherent
phenomena can be seen for nanoscaled objects under specific
conditions, such as SERS on gold particles �1�, and fluores-
cence enhancement �2� or spontaneous emission enhance-
ment near to nanobodies �8�. A singularity in the polarizabil-
ity � of individual particles can also provide the condition
for many unusual phenomena associated with the LF �16,18�.

The best-known example of �→� is found in the
Clausius-Mossotti theory of the dielectric function �15�. Sup-
pose that a medium consists of n+1 kinds of homogeneously
distributed dipoles di, i=0. . .n. Applying Eqs. �1� and �2�, we
have di=�iEact=�i

actE, where �i=�i�+ i�i� and �i
act are the

polarizabilities of a solitary dipole and of the dipole in the
heterogeneous medium, respectively. We can relate these
polarizabilities to each other as

�i
act =

�i

1 − 4�CL�
j=0

n

� jNj

, �3�

where Nj is the volume concentration of dipoles dj. Equation
�3� provides an approximate relation, because it is derived
from the approximate expression �2�. In the case of a
perfectly transparent heterogeneous medium where

�
j=0

n

� j�Nj = 0, �4a�

Eq. �3� predicts that �i
act→� when

�
j=0

n

� j�Nj =
1

4�CL
. �4b�

Is this singularity a consequence of approximations made in
the derivation of Eqs. �2� and �3�, or does it correspond to a
physical phenomenon similar to the ferroelectric phase tran-
sition �26�? To find the answer to this question, the diver-
gence �i

act→� predicted by Eq. �4� and the divergence in the
polarizability of a dipole nanolaser �12,13� will be compared
in Sec. V.

Let us suppose for a moment that �i
act→� has physical

sense and discuss what kind of medium we need to achieve
�i

act→�. We note that �i
act→� can be hardly realized in a

transparent dielectric nonresonant medium �15�. We suppose,
for simplicity, that such a medium contains only one kind of
dipole, which we describe by spherical dielectric particles, so
that

�act = �/�1 − 4�CLN0�� , �5�

for which we can achieve �act→� as N0→Ncr= �4�CL��−1.
For spherical dielectric particles �� �3/4��V, where V is the
volume of a particle �27�, to reach �act→� one needs a
concentration of particles per unit volume of ��VN0�1,
which is impossible. In general, the condition �4b� can be
interpreted as requiring an “overlap” in the polarizabilities of
neighboring particles, which only becomes possible when
�� � �V.

The condition ����V and even ���	V can be realized for
the resonant interaction of a particle with an electromagnetic
field. For example, the polarizability ��� of a two-level atom
in a vacuum approaches �3/4��� /2��3 when in resonance
with an electromagnetic field of wavelength �. The excita-
tion of a localized plasmon resonance �LPR� �27� in a metal
nanoparticle provides another example where ����V.

Suppose in Eq. �5� that �=�� + i��, where ���0 and
define a��� /��, with �a�	1, which implies small absorp-
tion and which is in general true for the polarizability � of a
metal nanoparticle. Let us now examine the possibility for
high dispersion due to the local field ��act� /��	1� in a reso-
nant heterogeneous medium containing nanoparticles where
we have small absorption at the LPR, and where condition
�4a� is approximately satisfied. By taking N0=Ncr�1−
�
with �
�	1, we obtain from Eq. �5� as we approach
Ncr	�4�CL���−1 that
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�act

��
=


 − a2


2 + a2 + i
a


2 + a2 

1



+ i

a


2 , �6�

where the approximation is made of assuming a	 �
�	1.
Thus the increase in �act� of 1/
�1 is accompanied by an
increase in the absorption �1/
2. Estimates made for silver
and gold metal particles show that such an increase in the
absorption makes it difficult to take practical advantage of
the enhancement in �act� in a passive heterogeneous medium
with an LPR. Nevertheless, there are very interesting theo-
retical results on LPR narrowing �i.e., an increased LPR
quality factor, which means, effectively, a reduction in ab-
sorption�, which have also been observed experimentally �4�
in ordered �linear� structures of nanoparticles, and which
may go some way towards overcoming this difficulty.

In addition, the possibility of �act→� may exist in reso-
nant active heterogeneous media, where absorption in the
metal nanoparticles at the LPR is compensated by optical
gain due to some active components, such as impurity ions
or semiconductor microcrystals. The concentration of these
components must be such that conditions �4a� and �4b� are
satisfied.

The idea of absorption compensation in a resonant me-
dium with metal nanoparticles due to inclusion of an active
gain component was suggested in Refs. �16,17�. Individual
metal nanoparticles in a medium with optical amplification
were considered in Ref. �18�, and singularities in the polar-
izability have been related to random laser action �29�. In
Refs. �16–18�, the amplification coefficient necessary for ab-
sorption compensation was estimated as �103–104 cm−1,
which is achievable in modern dye or semiconductor mate-
rials. Media with high polarizabilities and absorption com-
pensation due to EIT were proposed in Ref. �24�. In the next
section, we discuss the interpretation of singularities in the
polarizability for the case of the dipole nanolaser proposed in
Refs. �12,13�.

III. POLARIZABILITY SINGULARITIES, PHASE
TRANSITIONS, AND MULTISTABILITY IN A DIPOLE

NANOLASER

A dipole nanolaser, composed of a metal nanoparticle and
a two-level system with population inversion �Fig. 1� pro-
vides a simple example for the analysis and interpretation of
singularities in the polarizability.

Let us consider the interaction of a DNL with a mono-
chromatic external field of amplitude E, frequency �, and
wavelength �. By inserting terms −0�a0

+E+E*a0� and
−2��+E+E*�� into the Hamiltonian H of Ref. �13�, one
comes to a set of equations for the DNL in an external field,

Ḋ = 2i��int�a0
+� − �+a0� +

2

�
�a0E * − Ea0

+�� −
1

�
�D − D0� ,

�7�

�̇ = �i�2 − �2�� + i�inta0 −
2E

�
�D , �8�

ȧ0 = �i�0 − �0�a0 + i0E

�
− �int�� , �9�

where D is the population inversion of the two-level active
particle; 0a0 and 2� are the dipole momentum of the
metal nanoparticle and the two-level particle, respectively;
�2=�−�2	� and �0=�−�0	� are the detuning of the
applied field frequency from the two-level transition fre-
quency �2 and the frequency �0 of the LPR of the metal
particle; 1 /�, �2, and �0 are relaxation rates; D0 is the nor-
malized pump rate of the two-level particle; �int=�02 /r3

is the dipole-dipole interaction of the metal and two-level
particle with each other; r�� / �2�� is the distance between
the particles; and the factor ��1 depends on the mutual
orientation of the particles �for more details, see Ref. �13��.
The decay rate �−1=�d

−1+�p
−1, where �d,p

−1 are, respectively, the
damping and the pump rates in the two-level system. It is
supposed in Eqs. �7�–�9� that r	� / �2��, so that the phase of
E is the same at particles 0 and 2.

From the stationary solution of Eqs. �7�–�9�, one can find
the polarizability �tot= �0a+2�� /E of the two particles,

�tot = �0b0 − ��2D�b2, �9a�

in terms of the nonsaturated polarizabilities �0 and �2, and
the polarizability enhancement factors b0 and b2 for the
metal nanoparticle and two-level particle, respectively. �Note
that the “-” sign in Eq. �9a� arises because D is defined as the
population inversion.� Here,

�i =
�ir


i − i
, �ir =

i
2

��i
, 
i = −

�i

�i
, i = 0,2,

FIG. 1. Schematic of a dipole nanolaser �DNL�. The metal nano-
particle 0 is separated from the two-level system 2 by a distance r
such that the polarizabilities �0 and �2 of the particles overlap each
other. The pump 3 creates a population inversion in the two-level
system. The dipole momentum of the particle appears spontane-
ously when the conditions �11b� are satisfied. The particle then
emits coherent dipole radiation 4. The DNL may also interact with
an external monochromatic electromagnetic field E.
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b0�D� =
1 + ��2/r3

1 + �2��2�0/r6�D
, b2�D� =

1 − ��0/r3

1 + �2��2�0/r6�D
.

�10�

The population inversion D can be found from the implicit
equation

D � D��b2�D��2I� =
D0

1 + �b2�D��2I
, �11�

where I= �E�2 /Es
2 and Es

2=� / �4� Im �2� is the saturation en-
ergy density of the external field for the two-level particle,
and

D�I� = D0/�1 + I� �11a�

is the normalized amplification coefficient of the two-level
system. Equation �11� shows that b2 is also the enhancement
factor for the field near the two-level particle, i.e., the field
near the particle is Eact=b2E.

Equations �9a� and �10� predict a singularity in �tot. In-
deed, �tot→� if �E�2→0 and

D0 = Dth � r6/��2�0�2�, 
0 = − 
2 � 
 , �11b�

which are precisely the conditions for dipole lasing found in
Ref. �13�. This means that the divergence in �tot corresponds
to the spontaneous generation of dipole momentum, which
happens in the DNL when Eq. �11b� is satisfied. The singu-
larity �tot→� disappears at small, but finite E. When no
external field is applied, this small E can be attributed to
thermal or other noise; a detailed analysis of the DNL with
noise will be carried out elsewhere using, for example, the
approach of Ref. �30�.

Neither the polarizability nor the dielectric function is a
directly observable quantity. One can see from Eqs. �10� and
�11� that observable quantities in the DNL such as, for ex-
ample, the dipole momentum �totE or the dipole radiation

rate �rad���totE�2, do not have singularities. One can find
from Eqs. �10� and �11� that

�rad =
4k3

3�
��totE�2, ��totE�2

=
��0 − �2D + ���2�0/r3��D + 1��2

�1 − ��0/r3�2
Es

2ID�D� , �12�

where ID�D�= �D0 /D�−1 is the inverse of the amplification
coefficient function of Eq. �11a� and D�D0� is determined
from Eq. �11�. We see from Eqs. �11� and �12� that �rad does
not experience a singularity, despite the divergence in �tot.
This is similar to what is found for a linear Fabry-Pérot am-
plifier at lasing threshold, where the singularity in the ampli-
fication coefficient does not lead to a singularity in the lasing
field �31�. Figures 2�a� and 2�b� display D�D0� and �tot�D0�
for various values of the incident intensity I and with the
DNL parameters chosen as in Ref. �13�.

When I→0 and the pump rate exceeds the DNL thresh-
old, D0�Dth=0.3, then population clamping occurs, with the
population inversion D remaining close to Dth. For D0
�Dth the population inversion approaches the pump rate D
	D0, see Fig. 2�a�. As I→0, the radiation rate �rad�D0� re-
mains close to 0 for D0�Dth and increases linearly with D0
at D0�Dth, Fig. 2�b�. This variation of the amplification and
of the order parameter �lasing mode intensity� with pump
intensity is typical of a lasing phase transition �32�. The
curves for I�0 in Fig. 2 resemble a thresholdless laser �30�.

Thus, �tot→� describes in this case a second-order phase
transition, with the radiation rate �rad as the order parameter
and the pump rate D0 as the control parameter. An external
field with intensity I�0 eliminates the breakdown in the
derivatives dD /dD0 and d�rad /dD0 at the second-order phase
transition at D0=Dth, similar to the influence of noise near to
threshold in lasers �30�. As the external field increases, the

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. �a� Normalized gain �population inversion D� of the two-level system in the DNL and �b� DNL radiation rate versus the
normalized pump rate for various intensities of external field taken in units of saturated intensity for the two-level system, with I=0.7 �curves
1�, 0.1 �2�, 0.02 �3�, 0.001 �4�. The dashed curves correspond to unstable stationary solutions with D�Dth.
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distortion disappears in the D�D0� and �rad�D0� curves near
to D0=Dth �curves 1–3 in Fig. 2�. The dashed curves in Fig.
2 correspond to the stationary solutions of Eqs. �7�–�9� with
D�Dth. Such solutions are also found in conventional lasers
�30�, where they are also unstable.

A first-order phase transition can be observed in the DNL,
when I is chosen as a control parameter �see Fig. 3�. Hyster-
esis and jumps in �rad can be observed when I approaches
critical values where d�rad /dI→�.

A first-order phase transition can occur even if the condi-
tions for dipole lasing are not satisfied �curve 4 in Fig. 3�.
The region of the DNL parameter space in which a first-order
phase transition is possible can be readily determined using
the standard methods of catastrophe theory �33�.

We conclude that a singularity in the polarizability of a
DNL is associated with a phase transition, for which the
DNL dipole momentum or radiation rate can be used as order
parameters. The DNL is a system with a strong local field
which provides, through the dipole-dipole interaction, feed-
back between the two-level system and the metal nanopar-
ticle. Let us now investigate divergences in the polarizability
of other systems with a local field and optical gain. The
example of the DNL �i� provides a method to take account of
gain saturation �as was also reported in Ref. �18��; and shows
that �ii� the radiation rate or the dipole momentum should be
chosen as order parameters, because they do not have singu-
larities; �iii� the optical gain can be used as a governing
parameter to find the second-order “DNL-like” phase transi-
tion; and �iv� the external field amplitude can be used as a
control parameter in a first-order phase transition. In general,
one does not need to derive dynamical equations such as
Eqs. �7�–�9� for each system under consideration; it is suffi-
cient to examine the effective polarization due to the local
field.

IV. DIPOLE LASING FROM A NANOPARTICLE
ON THE SURFACE OF AN ACTIVE MEDIUM

The polarizability �ef f of a nanoparticle near to a planar
interface between two media �see Fig. 4� is given by Ref.
�34�,

�ef f = �0b0, b0 =
1 + �

1 + A�
, A � �0p/�2L�3 �13�

where b0 is the polarizability enhancement factor, L is the
distance from the center of the nanoparticle to the interface,
the factor p depends on the orientation of the polarization of
the external field with respect to the interface, with p=1 for
the case shown in Fig. 4;

� =
1 − �ef f

1 + �ef f
, �14�

where �ef f =�ph /�m, and �m and �ph are the dielectric function
of the medium holding the nanoparticle and below the inter-
face, respectively. Equation �13� takes into account the inter-
action of the particle with the medium below the interface
through the near �dipole� field. Equation �13� is derived us-
ing a quasistatic approximation, where the size of the particle
is much smaller then � and where we also neglect the reflec-
tion of the electromagnetic field from the interface, which is
a good approximation if �m�
�ph� and ��ph��	 ��ph��.

We suppose that �m�nm
2 is real, and that the medium

below the interface is optically active, i.e.,

�ph 	 nph
2 − i�nph/k , �14a�

where ��0 is the amplification coefficient, nph is the refrac-
tive index, k=2� /�, and � /k	nph. It follows from Eq. �13�
that b0→�, and therefore �ef f →�, if Im�A��=0 and
Re�A��=−1. This occurs when

�A�2 − 1

�A − 1�2
= nph

nm
�2

, � → �th � knph
2A�

�A�2 − 1
. �15�

The first of the conditions in Eq. �15� for A��0=�0���
determines the wavelength at which �ef f →�. A necessary
condition for �ef f →� is that �A��1 or L� ��0p�1/3 /2, which
can be satisfied at the LPR, when �0 exceeds the geometrical
size of the nanoparticle. The conditions given by Eq. �15�
can be fulfilled, for example, for an ellipsoidal silver
nanoparticle with polarizability

I

γ
rad τ

1
4

32

FIG. 3. �Color online� Radiation rate of a DNL in an external
field above the DNL threshold, Curve �1�: D0=0.8�Dth=0.3, �2�:
at threshold; �3�: below threshold with D0=0.2, and �4� when the
dipole lasing conditions are not satisfied �D0=0.8 but 
0=
2=0.2�.

0

E

k

a

b

L

εb

εph

εm
α

FIG. 4. Ellipsoidal particle with semiaxes a and b on the surface
of an active medium.
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�0 =
V

4�
�̃, �̃ =

�b/�m − 1

1 + n��b/�m − 1�
, �15a�

where �b is the dielectric function of bulk silver, V is the
nanoparticle volume and 0�n�1 is a depolarizability fac-
tor, which depends on the shape of the particle. Let us con-
sider an ellipsoidal silver nanoparticle with n=0.1 �for which
the aspect ratio of the nanoparticle axes a /b
3�, and with
�b��� taken from Ref. �35�. The nanoparticle is in a medium
with nm=3 at a distance 0.1b above the semiconductor sub-
strate, and with nph=3.17; see Fig. 4. One can show that
�th
1.6�103 cm−1 at �=1.3 m, which is of the order of
amplification coefficient available in semiconductor laser
materials. The wavelength �=1.3 m corresponds to the
maximum in the dispersion curve near to the LPR, see Fig.
5�a�.

One can show that �ef f →� corresponds to a phase tran-
sition similar to that predicted for the DNL in Sec. III. The
amplification coefficient depends on the local field �
=��Iact�, where Iact= �Eact�2 /Es

2 and Es is the amplitude of the
saturating field in the active medium below the interface. In
order to understand how Eact is related to the applied field E,
one has to refer to the procedure for the derivation of Eq.
�13� �27�. In this procedure, the particle near the interface is
replaced by a particle in a homogeneous medium with di-
electric function �m and a new polarizability �ef f given by
Eq. �13�, i.e., it becomes an optically active nanoparticle in a
homogeneous passive medium. Therefore, Eact=Ein, where
Ein is the field inside the particle with polarizability �ef f. In
accordance with Ref. �27�, the field amplitude Ein inside that
particle is

Ein =
E

1 + n��̃b/�m − 1�
, �16�

where �̃b takes account of the interface and has to be deter-
mined from the relation �0b0=�ef f. Combining this last

relation with Eqs. �15a� and �16�, one can find

Ein = bfE, bf =
1 + n�1 − b0���b/�m − 1�

1 + n��b/�m − 1�
, �17�

where bf is the enhancement factor for the field inside the
particle. Now one can write an implicit expression for the
amplification coefficient ��Ein� of the active medium, which
has to be substituted, through Eqs. �13� and �14a�, into the
expression for �ef f,

� = ���bf����2I� , �18�

where I= �E�2 /Es
2. Equation �18� is similar to Eq. �11� for the

dimensionless amplification coefficient D�E� of the DNL.
The combination of Eqs. �13�, �15a�, �16�, and �17� provides
an expression for the radiation rate of a metal nanoparticle on
the surface of an optically active medium,

�rad��� �
4k3

3�
��ef fE�2 = �0

�b0����2

�bf����2
I���� , �19�

where the coefficient �0= �4k3��0�2Es
2� /3� and I���� is the

inverse of the function ��I�. Equation �19� is similar to Eq.
�12� for a DNL and shows that �rad��� does not have a di-
vergence, while the enhancement factors b0 for the polariz-
ability and bf for the field both diverge. The amplification
coefficient � in Eq. �18� may be determined from experi-
ment. Here we assume a simple saturation dependence of
��I�

�/�th = �p/�1 + I� , �19a�

where the pump rate �p is taken in units of the threshold
pump rate �th, so that ��I=0,�p=1�=�th. Equation �18� can
be written, therefore, as �p= �� /�th��1+ �bf����2I�, from
which ���p� can be implicitly determined, in combination
with Eqs. �13� and �17�.

(a)                                                                                   (b)

FIG. 5. �a� Imaginary �curve 1� and real �curve 2� parts of A��0 given by Eqs. �13� and �15a� for the parameter values indicated in Sec.
IV. The minimum value of �th is achieved when the wavelength of maximum amplification in the substrate corresponds to the maximum of
A� at �=1.3 m. �b� Real �1� and imaginary �2� parts of the normalized polarizability of the silver nanoparticle in a bulk heterogeneous
medium �see Eq. �15a��. The vertical dashed lines indicate the wavelength where maximum amplification is required.
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Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the amplification coefficient �
of the active medium below the interface near the nanopar-
ticle, and the radiation rate �rad of the nanoparticle respec-
tively, both as a function of the pump rate �p for various
normalized intensities I of the external field. Similar to what
was found for the DNL �Fig. 2�, � remains close to its thresh-
old value �th, while �rad increases linearly with �p, when
�p�1 and I	1. Thus a particle on the surface of an active
medium can show a dipole lasing phase transition at �=�th.
Figure 7, which is similar to Fig. 3 for the DNL, displays
�rad�I� for various values of �p=� /�th, including above
�curve 1�, at �curve 2�, and below the threshold value �curve

3�, as well as in a case of a large �p value, but where the
conditions for dipole lasing are not satisfied �curve 4�.

V. DIPOLE LASING IN BULK MEDIA

The two preceding sections have analyzed singularities in
the polarizability of an individual metal nanoparticle coupled
with another active particle or with a bulk active medium
through the near-field �dipole� interaction. A similar analysis
can be applied for a bulk, optically active heterogeneous me-
dium, which contains a homogeneous and random distribu-
tion of metal nanoparticles. The polarizability of the metal
nanoparticles in this medium can be estimated from Eq. �4�.

Let us consider a transparent dielectric matrix with refrac-
tive index nm, which contains randomly distributed, but uni-
formly oriented, metal ellipsoidal nanoparticles and active
light emitters, for example, rare earth ions. It is convenient to
look for singularities in the dielectric function �̃het of such a
medium. From Eq. �4� one can obtain

�̃het =
1 + 4��̃het�1 − CL�

1 − 4��̃hetCL

, �20�

where �̃het=�
i

�iNi. Equation �20� is the Clausius-Mossotti

relation �15�; it is approximate, and several versions of it can
be found in the literature. For example, the Maxwell-Garnett
formula derived in Ref. �36� can be obtained from Eq. �20�,
when the term �mNm related to the matrix medium is
dropped from �

i

�iNi, while �̃het is replaced by �het /nm
2 and all

the remaining polarizabilities �i in �
i

�iNi are calculated for

particles in a matrix with refractive index nm. The Maxwell-
Garnet formula is convenient for our purposes. It is simple
and can include the standard expressions for the polarizabil-
ities of the nanoparticles in the dielectric matrix, as given by
Eq. �15a�. Other, more precise but complicated, expressions
for �̃het such as, for example, the Buggeman approximation

Γp

κ/κth
1

1
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3
2

2
3

4 γ
radτ

Γp

4
3

2
1
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4

(a)                                                                           (b)

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Amplification coefficient in the substrate near a nanoparticle and �b� the radiation rate of the nanoparticle on
the substrate as a function of the pump rate. Compare with Fig. 3. Curves 1–4 are for I=10−5, 1.5�10−4, 5�10−4 and 1.2�10−3,
respectively.

FIG. 7. Radiation rate from a silver nanoparticle on a substrate
which provides optical gain, as a function of the normalized inten-
sity of the external field for �curve 1�: � /�th=4, �2�: 1; �3�: 0.1; and
�4�: for � /�th=6 but nm=3.1, when the conditions for dipole lasing
are not fulfilled.
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�37� can be analyzed in the same way as Eq. �20�. We have in
Eq. �20� that

4��̃het = ��̃ − i�/k , �21�

where �=VN0 is the relative volume concentration of metal
nanoparticles of volume V and concentration N0; �̃ is deter-
mined by Eq. �15a�, � is the amplification coefficient of the
active particles in the matrix, and we neglect the contribution
of the active particles to the dispersion. The condition
4�CL�̃het=1 necessary to achieve the singularity �het→�
�see Eq. �20�� is satisfied when

� = �cr � 1/�CL Re��̃��, � = �th = k−1 Im��̃�/�CL Re��̃�� .

�22�

For example, for nm=3.4, with maximum amplification at
�=1.3 m, �k=2� /��, and for ellipsoidal silver nanopar-
ticles with axes aspect ratio a /b=1.93 and with CL=1/3, one
can find �cr=0.17 and �th=788 cm−1. The wavelength of
maximum amplification is on the red side of the LPR, as
shown in Fig. 5�b�.

From Eqs. �1�–�3� and �20�, with �̃het=�het /nm
2 and using

P=4��hetE and �het=1+4��het, one can obtain the field in
the heterogeneous medium Eact=bf���E, where the field
enhancement factor bf is given by

bf��� = 1 +
CL

4�
��m�1 + b0����̃het���� − 1� , �23�

b0��� =
1

1 − CL�̃het���
,

and where b0 is the polarizability enhancement factor �see
Eq. �5��. Using a saturation model of ��I ,�p� given by Eq.
�19a�, and using Eq. �18� with bf��� given by Eq. �23�, one
can find ���p� for various normalized intensities I of the
external field; see Fig. 8�a�. Similar to the cases of a DNL
and of a metal particle on the surface of an active medium,

the amplification saturates �� /�th→1� as �p increases above
1 at �=�cr and for I→0.

By using Eq. �19�, one can find the radiation rate �rad
from a single metal nanoparticle. One has to insert �ef f
=�0b0��� into Eq. �19�, where the polarizability �0 of an
individual nanoparticle in the matrix is given by Eq. �15� and
the polarizability enhancement factor b0��� is determined
from Eq. �23�. In the case of N0 nanoparticles per unit vol-
ume, one can estimate the radiation rate per unit volume as
N0�rad photons per second �neglecting any possible super-
radiance �38��. The variation of N0�rad as a function of � is
shown in Fig. 8�b� for various values of I. The way in which
���p�→�th and the linear increase of N0�rad with �p for
�p�1 displayed in Fig. 8 is very similar to the behavior
observed in Figs. 2 and 6. We conclude that a “dipole lasing”
phase transition can take place in a bulk heterogeneous ac-
tive medium, when the conditions described by Eq. �22� are
satisfied. Finally, Fig. 9 displays �rad�I� at fixed �p for pa-
rameter values above the DL threshold �curve 1�, at threshold
�curve 2�, and below threshold �curve 3�, and when �
=0.95�cr so that the DL conditions of Eq. �22� are not satis-
fied �curve 4�. N0�rad�I� displays multistability and a first-
order phase transition, similar to that observed in Figs. 3 and
7.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that a metal nanoparticle on the surface of
an active substrate and metal nanoparticles distributed
throughout a bulk active medium can spontaneously display
nonzero dipole momentum even in the absence of an external
coherent field. This spontaneous dipole momentum arises
through the second-order “dipole lasing” �DL� phase transi-
tion described in Ref. �13�. The DL radiation rate of the
nanoparticles above the DL threshold increases linearly with
the pump rate of the active medium. The amplification coef-
ficient in the active medium saturates and remains close to its
threshold value, similar to the behavior of the amplification
coefficient of an ordinary laser. In contrast to the case of
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FIG. 8. �a� Normalized amplification coefficient and �b� the radiation rate per unit volume vs pump rate in a bulk heterogeneous active
medium for four different values of the intensity of applied field normalized to the saturation intensity, namely I=10−4 �curves 1�, 2
�10−3 �2�, 2�10−2 �3� and 10−1 �4�. The dashed curves correspond to unstable solutions. Compare with Figs. 2 and 6.
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SERS or of fluorescence enhancement in media with metal
nanoparticles, a population inversion is required in the light-
emitting component of the heterogeneous medium in order to
realize the DL regime. The spatial pattern of DL radiation is
different from that of spontaneous emission, which is uni-
formly distributed over 4� solid angle in an isotropic me-
dium. Above the DL phase transition, the dipole momentum
of a nanoparticle acquires a specific polarization direction,
and therefore radiates with a dipole radiation pattern. We
propose that a structured array of many dipoles operating in
the DL regime could produce nearly plane-wave coherent
radiation, as occurs in the phased dipole arrays well-known
from radio physics �39�. Well above the DL threshold, the
coupling of dipoles through their coherent �far-field� radia-
tion has to be taken into account, which will be the subject of
future research. Another feature of DL is the narrowing of
the radiation spectrum with increasing pump power above
threshold, as is also well-known from conventional lasers.
The radiation pattern and the linewidth narrowing of a DL
above threshold will be subjects of further theoretical re-
search elsewhere. DL arrays are expected to act as sources of
radiation, coherent in space and time, providing an alterna-
tive to conventional lasers. One of the advantages of DL
arrays is that they do not need an optical cavity. Another
advantage is that they can be flexibly arranged in various
planar or three-dimensional spatial structures to form radia-
tion patterns with a similar principle of operation as for
phased dipole arrays in radio physics. The second-order DL
phase transition corresponds to a singularity in the polariz-
ability of the particles, similar to the lasing phase transition,
which corresponds to a singularity in the amplification coef-

ficient of a linear amplifier with an optical cavity �31�. We
have presented an analysis of such singularities and proposed
a route to the calculation of other DL parameters such as the
radiation rate. The analysis can be applied to other nano-
objects or heterogeneous media where the local field and
optical amplification lead to singularities in the polarizability.
These could include, for example, a single metal nanopar-
ticle in the amplified medium �16,18� or a nanoparticle with
a metal core and an optically active shell. When an external
field is applied in the DL regime, the radiation rate is pre-
dicted to exhibit a strongly nonlinear, multistable behavior,
undergoing a first-order phase transition as a function of ap-
plied field intensity, even if the field intensity may be very
small. This suggests the use of nanoparticles operating in the
DL regime as sensors to amplify weak optical signals. The
identification of regions of parameter space where bistability
can be demonstrated in a DL can be carried out using
standard methods of catastrophe theory.

We propose that metal nanoparticles on the surface of a
semiconductor substrate with a radiative p-n junction pro-
vide a relatively easy scheme for the experimental realization
and investigation of DL. Initial experiments should demon-
strate an enhancement of electroluminescence due to the
nanoparticles. The LPR needs to be matched with the maxi-
mum amplification in the substrate. Then, at a pump rate
providing sufficient population inversion in the substrate,
one can search for a nonlinear dependence of electrolumines-
cence on the pump rate and, finally, for a DNL phase transi-
tion.

In principle, such a system can also operate in a reverse
way to a DL, i.e., by absorbing external radiation and gen-
erating a photocurrent, thus providing an efficient approach
to photovoltaics �40,10�.

The DL phase transition resembles the ferroelectric phase
transition in a constant electric field �26�; the DL medium is
essentially a ferroelectric medium in the optical domain. A
key difference between the DL and a conventional ferroelec-
tric is that optical losses are inevitable in the DL medium,
while such losses are not present in a ferroelectric in a con-
stant electric field. The DL phase transition can be realized in
a medium with optical gain to compensate the losses. In
contrast to conventional ferroelectric media, a DL medium
may be constructed artificially by placing metal particles and
active light emitters into the dielectric matrix. In this way,
optical properties of the DL medium, such as the resonance
frequency and the radiation pattern, may be controlled.
Coherent radiation in the DL regime is then of interest
for a wide range of phenomena including, for example,
super-radiance from an ensemble of dipole nanolasers.
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